Independent intelligence on fund director issues

‘Reform or we’re off’
investor threat to Cayman
Speaking at The NED’s London seminar Luke Dixon from the
Universities Superannuation Scheme said that, “we are laying the
groundwork to shift our business elsewhere,” if director reform
in Cayman does not materialise.
USS, amongst other institutions, has asked the Cayman Islands Monetary
Authority to create a searchable database for investors that links directors
to fund boards. Luke Dixon mentioned that CIMA has this information,
including data on individuals’ previously held directorships. He believes
that past directorships should also be made available to investors.
“We are hopeful that there will be a loud enough voice from the investor
community to make this a reality.” Asked what he would do if this
investor initiative fails to move CIMA he said that USS will move out of
Cayman and into a jurisdiction “that is much more understanding and
accommodating.”
Luke Dixon added that there are a number of large institutional investors
involved in this initiative from different parts of the world.


Continued on page 2 >>

Irish authorities clamp down
on director service companies
Ireland’s Central Bank and its Inland Revenue service have
decided to clamp down on directors’ service companies. The
Central Bank of Ireland has said that it will no longer approve
funds that are appointed by a management service (or conduit)
company.
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The Central Bank also stated that all existing arrangements through
conduit companies must be unwound by the end of the 2012.
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At the same time the Irish Inland Revenue has decreed that Irish
directors’ fees must have payroll taxes and social insurance deducted.
The obligation to deduct Irish income tax at source applies even where
the director’s services are provided through a management services
company, says Compliance Ireland. 
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